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ORIENTATION AND ENERGETIC EFFICIENCY IN THE OFFSHORE
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ABSTRACT

During June and July 1979, tuo salmon and five grilse \Jere tagged v.ith acoustic
transmitters and their movements recordedo Tidal flo,.' Jas also directly
measured using current driven drogueso

Offshore, move lents of the fioh ,Jere co.plex and strongly dependent on tidal
currents. Subtraction of the tidal vectors hO"lever, shovJed that the true
s1imming course \Jas consistently orientated to 2 particular direction for each
fish, snd independent of liater currentso

Speed of movement throu-h the w2ter ~as averaged over each tidal phase for each
fish ttackedo These speeds ~ere Dpproximately equal to the most efficient
S' :imming speed, defined as the speed at \Ihich ener etic costs are Im/est per
unit distance travelledo

Resume

Au cours de juin et de juillet 1979 on a attache des emetteurs acoustiques a deux
saumons et a einq grilses pour enregistrer leurs mouvementso Le flux de la maree
aussi a ete mesure directment en se servant d'aneres flottantes dirieees par le
courant.

Au large, les mouvements des J.:oissons etaient complexes, determines en grande
partie par les courants de la maree. La soustraction des vecteurs de 1a ~aree

eependant a montre que la route vraie de la nage pour chaque poisson s'est
orientee c~nsequemment dans un sens l~rticulier, et independante des eourants
dans l'eau.

La vitesse moyenne des mouvements a travers l'eau a ete etablie pour ehaque
poisson qu on a suivi, pendant chaque phase de la maree. Ces vitesses etaient
a proximativement egales a la vitesse de nage ayant le meilleur rendement,
e'est a dire, 1a vitesse a laque11e 1a eonsommation d'energie est la plus basse
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pour chaque unite de distance parcourue. On discute ce resultat par rapport
au temps qu il fout aux saum9ns rentrer a la riviere natale des r~gions

lointaines ou ils vont pour s'alimenter.

I1TRODUCTION

The Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) is spawned in freshwater and spends from one
to three or foul' years of its adult life at sea where it maintains a very high
rate of gro'lth before returning again to freshwater to spa\mo l\.lthough there
is still some eontroversy coneerning the home\/ard migration, the \/eight of
evidenee suggests that many of the fish Jhich return do so from as far avay as
western Greenland and the Faroes and that' these fish amy eventually return to
the river of their birtho

Our investigations cancern the final phase of this home1ard journey where the
returning salmon strike the coast of Scotlando Several fish \'/ere caught in
coastal mg-nets during the summer of 1979, tagged with acoustie transmitters, •
released, and their subsecuent movements examinedo A previous report describing
earlier observations, made in 1978, has already been published (Hawkins et ~o,
1979) 0

i~.TERIAL AND }ffiTHODS

The Study Area

The fish ere captured in bag-nets at the Roeldlall station of
Messrs Joseph Johnston and Sons Ltd, some 8 km north of Montrose on the east
coast of Seotland. They ere released approximately 005 km offshore, in at
least 10 m of Jater, and subse uently ranged up to 17 IDn offshore and as far
north and south as Aberdeen and the Bell Roc<, respectively, before tracking was
suspended.

Tides in this areaflo along a more 01' less north-south axiso Flooding to the
north and ebbing to the southo One tidal eycle is eompleted in approximately
13 hourso

A more detailed description of the study area is given in Hawkins et alo (1979).

Tagging

The experi ental fish \las removed from the bag-nets and immediately plaeed in
a black polythene bag eontaining a solution of MS2 2 in sea water (1 part MS222
in 10,000)0 Jhen deeply sednted, the animal \'Jas transferred to a \!ooden board
\lhere i t v,as measured and a sample of seales removed for later analysiso A
conventional hydrostatic tag was inserted just in front of the dorsal fin and
an acoustic transmitter gently pushed into the stomacho

The fish \'/aS kept for tuo to six hours in a cage on the sea bottom marked by
a surface floato Th~s period :as to allow the fish to recover from the stress
of capture and i ts subse uent treatment ~'Jith anaesthetic.. The fish \laQ later
released frorn the cage by pas8ing a messenger \Jeight down the float line from
the surface to trigger a catch holding the door closedo The fish was allowed
to s~ im from the cage in i ts olm time and VJas subse(lUently tracked by bIo boats
provided with tracking e uipmento
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Tracking

The aeoustic transmitters were supplied by the Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft
and elnitt~d 1.5 ms long pulses at a nominal 75 kHz onee every 1.5 seeonds.
They were eylindrical in shape with a diameter of 14.7 mm, and a length of
58 mm, ueighing same 2~ g in air end approximately 10 g in 'Iater. An external
coat of hard epoxy resin and a cap of dental \Jax covering the 5\1i tch terminals
sealed the tag from the uater. '

The transmitter Has tracked by means of a LawGon directionol receiver oper~ted

from an inflatable boat powered by a 25 hp outboard engine. The inflatable kept
station \!ith the tracked fish \Jhile the second boat, a 27 foot launch, reeorded
the position of the inflatable and thus the fish at intervals of fifteen minutes.

The position of the vessel was fixed by D.eans of a Decca Trisponder radio
navigational aid housed in the launeho The device provided the distance of the
vessel from t\JO stations on the mainland , each to an accurncy of \'1i thin + :; m.
Thus, by solving the simultaneous equations for tuo circles, the positio; of the
fish on an arbitrary fixed rectangular grid was calculated. The tracking grid
could be related to the Ordinance 5urvey grid system as the positions of both
stations on the mainland \'Iere knovJU relative to both grid systems.

Tidal flO~J was measured directly using the launch, the Decc~ Trisponder system
and aseries of drogues. The drogues \Iere made from two aluminium sheets each
50 cm x 70 cm, and were cruciform in shape, suspended from an eight inch diwneter
tra ~l float by lines varying in length from '1 m to 15 mo

During the 15 minute period betHeen position fixes on the fish, one or two
drogues were dropped ne the fish and tracked from the launch. At these times
the inflatable maintained contact 'ith the fish. Position of the drogues at
five minute intervals \!ere determined by means of the Trisponder system. Tidal
monitoring \fas carried out at least onee every hour.

The tidal floi was generally easured at 1, 3" 5 and 10 m. Inspection of the
results shov-Jed little change in the speed or direction of uater flolt! \/ith depth,
thi' fnct being supported by occasional measures taken !ith a,direct reading
current meter. ,ie had no indicntion of the depth at lIJhich the tracked fish
SI m, but our O~JU drift net observations, and dork reported by Stasko et al.
(1972) suggest that returning salmon in the open sea s1im close to the~u;race.
Drogue movements llt either " m or ) m \Jere therefore taken as the best measures
of tidal flow as it affected the salnono

Data Anal.lsis,

The track of the fiah was defined as the I ovement of the fish relative to the
ground, and ;Jas simply the succession of fish ositions given by the Trisponder
system. A'series of vectors, the track vectors, describing average speed and
direction of fish movement bet\"!een successive positions \Ias calculated from
the track.

Tidal vectors were calculated as the average speed and direetion cf movement
of the drogues determined a proximatelr once every hour. For times betHeen each
direct measurement of the tid~, the vector lias estimated assuming linear
changes in speed and direetion bet\Jeen measured flot.ls.
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The course vectors cf the fish dsscribe the movements of the fish relative
to the \later and were ealculated by subtracting the appropriate tidal vector
from each track vector. The.course or heading cf the fish ~as thus the
direction in \~hich the fish attempted to sHim \-.]it~ the deflecting' ef:fects of
tidal flo "5 r·emoved.

During the, major pro"t of each tidal phase, the speed and direction of tidal
flOIi remaineä relatively constant. 'Thus linear interpolation behleen current ,
measurements some one hour apart is a good eatimator of tidal flo\l. Around
periods of slack water how~ver tidal speeds and direction ~hanged much more
rapidly and to a far gre:'l.ter extent 0 Our Sa llpling over periods of slack \later
thus'gave' a less clear picture of tidal movements. As the fish'course vectors
\~ere calculated from'both fiah tra~k and tidal vectors, they were therefore
especially open to error during periods of slack water. ]'or this reason,
slack liater periods were removed from the data für some of the subsequent
analyses by defining eo.ch phase of the t:.de as occurring between aperiod one
hour after the estimated time of slack water and one hour before the estimated
time of the next slack \later;

Angular distributions of distance moved in each tidal phase by the fish on its
track, on its course, and by th~ tide ~Iere calculated'from the appropriate
succession of vectors.· These d'ata t,ere' then plotted separately for each fish
and for different tidal phaseso To ease comparison of ~istanc s moved between
tidal phases of differing lengths, distances ',/ere all corre<;ted to correspond
to a.constant duration of tidal phase of four hourso

I ; .' •

The significance of the mean direction in u.ngular distributions lJaS tested lith
the Rayleigh Test (Mardia, 1972), v/hile differences in angular distributions
was tested by the non-parametric Uniform cores Test (~ardia, 1972)0

'.
RESULT

Of the t\JO salmon and five grilse tracked in 1979, none ~ere observed entering
rivers, and only rare1y \"/ere they tracked close' inshoreo Our comments on' their
movemen~s are thu~ largely rest icted to behaviour in open later relatively
distant from land and the effects of fresh''Jater.

Orientat ion

Figure /1 shows the trnck and calculated course of onE? fish tracked over four
tidal phases. The course \JaS calculated by asswning an arbitrary starting
point and calculating successive positions using in turn, each course v~ctor

and the time during \'!hich the fish remained on that vector. The complex
pnttern of movements sho~n in the track over the ground essenti lly disappeared
\,i th the calculation of the sHimming course, \Ihere the deflecting influence
of the tide was removedo Over the 2~ hours of tracking and 3 changes ~f tide,
Tennyson (Figure 1) maintained an approximately straight line course cf ENE
while his movement over the ground appeared far more complexo A similar
behaviour was shown bY the ether fiaho

Tennyson VJas subsequently recaptured six days after tracking ·,Ja·s terminated in a
s~eep net on the River Spey some 200 kra north and west ef his last r~corded

positiono
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The tracking data also provides an opportunity for more quantative analysis of
salmon orientatiön at seu. For each fish tracked over more than one full phase
of the tide, fish track, fish course and tidal vectors wer~ grouped with respect
to tidal phase. The distances corresponding to each vector were then calculated
and grouped into 20

0 sectors according to vector angle. Rose diagrams (Mardia,
'\972) were produced where the radius of each segment IrJas made proportional to
the distance moved within the 20

0 sector. These angular distributions were
calculated separately for fish track, fish course and tide for ~ach fish and
each phase of the tide. Figure 2 shows an example of a set of rose diagrams
for Tennyson, the same fish illustrated in Figure 1.

Table 1 gives the statistics for the ~ean direction of course for each fish
summed through all tidal phaseso Such movement relative to the water shows a
strong and consistent directional bias through all tidal phases for each fiah.
This is despite the fact that movement o,er the ground is in each case complex
and apparently greetly influenced by the tidal currents.

The Uniform Bcores Test (Hardia, 1972) was used to test for significant
differences in the' angular distributions. Table 2 gives the results of comparing
fish track distributions bet\'een tidul phases for each fish. Table 3 gives
the results of t e smne test on distribution of fish course.

i:>ignificant differences in fish movernent relative both to ground and ~;ater

exist bet 'Jeen tidal ph<. ses. ~rom Tables 2 emd 3, hO'.!ever, each R" value in
Table 3 is lower th n the corresponding value in Table 2. Variation in the
direction of salmon movement over the ground can thus be seen to be magnified by
the deflecting influence of tidal flo\J, whose direction and magnitude chanee
over time.

F'ish movement through the ater e~so, changes from one tidal phase to the next.
There is some evidence fronl Table 3 h01ever that this is not in direct response
to the direction of tidal flow. Smaller values of R* do not occur when
distributions corresponding both to floods or ebbs are compa.red, but rather
when comparison is behJeen successive tidal ph ses.

~~ning Speed and Energetic Efficiency

For each fish tracked in 1979, fish length was converted to a weight using a
relationship calculated specifically from salmon caught in the Montrose are~

t the appropriate time of the year. Data from Brett (1965) on the s\ümming
performances of soekeye salmon (Oncorhyncus nerka) ~ere then used to caleulate
the s Jimming costs of moving a constant distanee of '1 km at aseries of different
swimming speeds. 'igure 3 gives an example of such ~ cost curve for the fish .
TENNYSON. For each fish tracked, thc mean observed speed of movement through
the uater \Jas calculated separatelJ' for each tidal phase. The data are given
in Table 4. The observed swin~ing speeds for TENNYSON are indicated on
Figure 30

If 'Je define the most efficient s '!imming speed < s that vJhieh provides the louest
energetic output per unit'clistanc travelled, then all fish save eue travelled
either very close to or beIm! their most efficient s1;!irmning speed. The remaining
fish, TRISTAN, swam at.approximately three times his calculated most efficient
speedo This fast er speed resulted ho\' ever in' an increase in cast per unit
distance of only '19'i~ (Table L+), due to the shall'o~'. slope of the curve to the
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right of the m~n~a. TENNYSON on the 'other hand (Table 4), m0ving at just
under one -half his calculated most effici~nt speed incurred a maXimum ·increased
cost of 64% over the calculated minimum~

DISCUSSION

Orientation

The offshore movements of returning Atlantic salmon appearcomplex when viewed
as a simple track over ground. iJith the removal of tidal effects, however,
it becomes clear that the fish are maintaining a straight line course relative'
to the \Jater and are deflected from this by tidal floVJ 1;Jhich· changes both speed
and direction periodica11y.

The fish course does change slo'dly \Ji th time though this change does not appear
to be related to any tidal changes. The changes in course may reflect an
inability by the fish to maintain a given course over a leng period. It may 4It
also ho\·!ever indicate course changes which compensate for any drift Nhich might
ch~nge the position of thc fish relative to some destination. To critically
exmnine these hypotheses in more detail "Je ~iould need to follO\<I fish of knO\Jn

destination. So far, our observations do not allo\l us to suggest any particular
sensory mechanism for the Elaintenance of a slJir,lffiing course by the s3.1mon.

Swimming Speed and Ehergetic Efficieusy'

All fish, save one, swam at speeds relative to the vJater which were vory close
to or belo~o] their calculated most efficient s\.'itnming speeds. Fish thus appear
to minimise the energetic costs of their journey back to the river mouth rather
than the time taken on that journey. However, to swim at speeds grerter than
the most efficient is proportionally lesß expensive' in enorgy terms than
swimming at slower speeds. Thus energy saving and travelling quickly are not
necessarily incompatable. This is evident from Table 4, where TRIDENT swam
at three times his most efficient swimming speed, but incurred no greater
penalty in energy costs than did either TENNYSON or TEMPEST when swimming only
slightly below their best speeds.

A slower speed may thus have advantages other than energetic saving, allowing.
perhaps the possibility of feeding en route er it may even be necessary for the
setting and maintaining of a course. Distance from the horne river mayaIso .
affect the relative merits of different s\1imming speeds and go some \Vay tO'vJards
explaining the variability observed.
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TABLE 1 'l'he me&n direction and circular standar-'a deviation of' lieh course
swmmed over the total trackius perioa tor each ti'sh~ Rayleigb test
of circular un~~ormity (Mardia, 1972) critical value f'or
P.= 0.00', Zn R =".82.

Mean
Circular nayieigh Test

Fiah Direction
Standard Deviation Zn R2 Significance level
(Degrees)

mmmT 126.2 (SE) 24.7 12612 P "0.001

.TBOR 133.4 (SE) 25.1 23190 p.:.O.OO1

Tl1.u»EST 205.8 (SS",) '5.2 14523 P (0.001

·e 1mSTAN 187.6 es) 13·7 48571 p (0.001

TENNYSON 61.0 (na;) 44,,2 12636 P <.,0..001



TABLE 2 Compari8(~m of angul::a- distribution of fioh ll10vement over the
ground (i'ish track) between tidal phases tor each fish tracked for
more t1"..an one phase of the tide. Critical value of R· for

. p.= 0.001, 13.82.

Fisb Tidal Phases Uniform Scores Test
Under Comparison R* Sinßificance Level

iHOR Flood1 v Ebb1 124.6,5 p<.0.001

TDlP&ST Ebb1 v Flood1 36.18 ~ <0.001

Ebb1 v Ebb2 46.31 P <0.001

Flood1 v Ebb2 42.83 P <0.001

• TRISTAN Ebb1 v Flood1 98.38 p <.0.001

TmNYSON Flood1 v Ebb1 .50..90 p .<..0.001

Flood1 v Flood2 33.. 1,5 p<:.0..OO1

Flood1 v Ebb2 47.19 :p '- 0.001

Ebb1 v Flood2 81.75 p <.0.001

Ebb1 v Ebb2 52.. 37 :P I.. 0.001

nood2 v Ebb2 90.87 P (0.001



TABLE, Comparison cf angular distribution of fieh movement through the
water (fieh course) between tidal phases for each rish tracked tor
more than one phase cf the tide. Critical value of R· for
p =0.05, .5.99.

Fish Tidal Fbase Uniform Scores Test
Under ComparUon R* Signifieance Level

mOB Flood1 v Ebb1 27.17 pt. 0.001

T»fi>~T Ebb1 'v Flood1 6.44 p.( 0.05

Ebb1 v Ebb2 29.80 p<.0.001

Flood1 v Ebb2 1,.82 P <.0.01

• TRISTAN ibM v Fl.ood1 2.96 NS

'l'ENNYSON nood1 v Ebb1 ' ..93 NB

Flood1 v F:lood2 30.47 p <. 0.001

Flood1 v Ebb2 15.50 P (0.01

Ebb1 v Flood2 23..bo p <0.001

Ebb1 v Ebb2 11.82 P < 0.01

Flood2 v Ebb2 ·12.. 41 P (.0.01

________ -------"..4,
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TABLE 4 Speed and the energetic cost cf tnQ'I'lc:nent through ths \o18.te-r for
Atlantic salmon tracked 1%l 1979

·Speed tbrough the water "'Cost cf movement ~ !ncrea.e oi
Fiah (Eody Lengths/eec) MgO~ Coet over... Mini.muJa

(a) (b) (a) (h)

TRIDENT 0.54 0.54 56.59 56.. 59 0,,0

THon 0..65 0 •.51 50..91 49.59 2.7

0 .. 46 0.51 51.51 4-9 .. 59 3&9

T!MPEST· 0.35 0.59 8'.49 66.. 12 26.3

• 0 .. 41 0 ..59 71.49 66.12 17.2

O.}6 0.59 84.48 66.12 27.8

TRISTAN 1.31 0.59 71••37 6?.. Y/ '0.4
1.55 0.59 80.. 51 67.YJ 19.5

TENNYSON 0.41 0.57 73.96 6,.!~4 16.6

0.24 0 ..57 103.78 63.. 44 63..6

0.. 42 0.57 7J.87 63.. 44 16.4

0 .. 27 0.57 92.52 63..44 45.8

"Ca) Speed ~d enel'getic costs for fisb tracked in 1979

(b) Speed and energetic costs at ca1culated most effieient
swimmug speeda
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